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·GROWING TOGETHER
Audrey C. Cohen
I ~n very pleased to be with you in Fort Wayne
tonight and to suggest several major new ways we can
grow together.
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We in the human services are entering the
toughest period in our history, As recognition of
the importance of service to others has grown over
the past 100 years, our significance and power has
grown. The recent past has been a period in which
the higher ideals of humankind have begun to emerge
and take concrete form in better services. All that
we who make up a small but dedicated proportion of
the GNP value and strive for, is threatened. Our unremitting effort will be required to overcome disaster.
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In speaking here today, I would like to give you
my view of what lies ahead for all of us in the nonprofit sector, of how this will affect human service
workers and of some historical forces at work that
concern me very much. I will then venture to suggest
what it is that is needed to build a humane future,
and how each of us can do something to create a force
for change.

Bal~:SE

There are three major groups which shape or control the world we live in today. The first and most
powerful is made up of industrialists, the captains
of industry who represent a kind of antediluvian vestige from the fast-fading industrial era into which
most of us were born. This includes the entire manufacturing industrial sector of the American economy
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Audrey C. Cohen is President and Founder of the
College for Human Services, New York, New York.
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and although it occupies a decreasing source of employmen t - - wi t ne s s the dozens of major manufacturing
..
.
plants that have closed in recent years--~t lS stlll
' g a large share of the GNP. As we all know
genera t ln
fewer and fewer people are required to handle the
jobs in this area, since many can be.automated, computerized, technically upgraded or dlscarded.
The second powerful group consists of the technocrats, aided and abetted by knowledge industry.
These are technically competent people who make up
the "new elite," as one news magazine called them.
These individuals are the key producers of postindustrial society and their information-based expertise places them in the kind of enterprises which are
coming to dominate the American economy. Information
is a form of currency in this group and their power
derives from application of the new information-based
technologies. These technologies are emerging in
such areas as electronics, energy, communications,
information, synthetic materials, natural resources,
and genetic engineering.
The third group that shapes our society, the one
of greatest significance to all of us here, is the
non-profit sector which is concerned with service
delivery in the broadest sense. Within this group,
we are the professional part of the population which
Waldemar A. Nielsen and others call the Third Sector. l
He describes the voluntary organizations, the universities, the community groups and the service agencies
as requiring new organizational strategies and technologies to stay alive and prosper in the years ahead.
I believe that we, the service providers and
educators, represent the pivotal future of the United
States and the world. We can and must set the
L'The Crisis of the Nonprofits," (Change Magazine, January 1980, pp. 22-29").

cultural and ethical standards--the philosophy, purpose and values of society.
We are truly the philosophical vanguard from
hich can emerge a potentially new kind of humanis~icallY oriented political leadership. Our issues,
concensus, and orientation cannot grow and develop
in society until we have power commensurate with the
value of our contribution. Because this value is not
recognized and because service is not seen as generating dollars, we remain weak in the eyes of others.
The importance of the issues facing society today, and all of us as human service professional~,
cannot be exaggerated. We must have a strong vo i ce
in determining future directions. If we do not take
action we will not grow together and I foresee a grim
future indeed. I would like to leap a hundred years
ahead and describe the society I envision if the
first two groups I described remain dominant and a
new third force does not emerge to challenge them
effectively.
Here is one scenario, a technological nightmare
which I call the robot future.
The year is 2080; the place, an environment in
one of the several megaregions which together comprise the United States, and singly provide a microcosm of Nnerican life. The cast of characters highlights Humanity, a young woman \~ho exists with a
varying assortment of other persons--mostly clones,-not in a home but in an atmospheric cubicle which can
be changed at will. Our planet is a crowded one, and
even with the colonization of outer space, room is at
a premium. Over 13 billion people call earth home.
Because the genetic and neural codes have been
broken, America in 2080, is, increasingly, a society
of older persons. Normal life expectancy surpasses
100 years; a license is required to become a parent
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e developed carefully in laboratoran d most peop le ar
..
.les at one- 1 e vel of intelligence. Sen~l~ty has been
eliminated through a process of mem~ry transplants
~ld freeze storage which also make ~t easy for a central authority to control our thoughts. Who we are
is no longer a question, for we may be a composite of
many individuals. Few people ~ave to w~rk and th~se,
Who do derive little satisfact1.on from It. Humani.t.y s
box is a technological wonder which she never has to
leave. Daily tasks are done mechanically on command.
Entertainment and environment are all controlled
by machines.
There are no artists, no composers, no
w~iters no films, no plays. A surrealistic cacoon

surroun~s the individual and it is changeable and individually programmed according to mood. A robotlike force services the machines which control everything. Some people go mad in this environment and
they too are treated by machines--computers programmed
to provide counseling and therapy. Even education is
reduced to a routine joyless experience. There is no
purpose beyond repetition of pl~tit~des and the,transfer of mechanical skills. cult~vat1.on of the m1.nd
has been replaced by trained mindlessness. Machines
provide the education, eliminating the human factor.
There is no commitment to humanity; humanistic philosophy has disappeared together with the demise of
the liveral arts. Faith in people has died. God is
long since dead.
This may sound like pure fantasy but it is typical'of the kind of world being projected for us by
the more pessimistic futurists. The seeds which
might produce this or some other equally dehumanized
society are all present today. If we continue down
our present path it is likely we will fall further
into this or an equally dismal pattern. We need educational alternatives that will provide focus. This
focus must involve social purpose and, yes, even
idealism. The educational future I envisage combines
idealism with practical performance goals that make

sense for life in our society as we want it to be. It
is not my intent in this presentation to simply deplore the state of affairs existing in education in
1980, but rather to make specific proposals, to try
to map an alternative future. It is clear to me that
the present model of education will have to undergo
radical change if social responsibility as well as
individual responsibility is to be developed in the
young. Retreat into the world of the self is not going to solve the economic and spiritual crisis facing
us. Human service education in particular can provide leadership and social purpose. The kind of
self-centeredness, depersonalization and lack of
accountability for performance which our professional
schools have encouraged or permitted to occur, has
placed society in a perilous position which I propose
to do something about.
How can we create a different kind of future,
one that is caring, compassionate and humane?
I have a four-part program to offer and I hope to
convince you that it deserves your allegiance. No
doubt you will have ideas of your own for expanding
these concepts and adapting them to your needs. I
suggest however that they are critical if we are to
survive and have a deciding vote in the future. My
program involves:
1. a new educational model.
2. a way to relate jobs to this model.
3. a new professional association for paraprofessional and professionals which will
actively promote serviee.
4. an assessment system of empowerment to generate both humane values and true productivity.
A New Educational Model
What I am proposing is an educational model that
will produce technically competent people with a
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social purpose. All professions are in a state of
ferment and are looking for WilYS to meet criticisms
and alleviate shortcomings in service. TIle new paradigrn which I will map out, reverses the usual order
in education and starts with the end result--humane,
productive service. I suggest that existing courses
be examined and re-structured from this perspective.
We could work together to determine each area of performance found to be essential for optimum performance. Then we would examine these comprehensive
areas of performance, such as supervising, counseling,
teaching or working in groups, from the perspective
of many disciplines--humanities, social sciences, the
sciences and especially philosophy. There are five
dimensions of performance in particular which calIon
theory from these disciplines. My experience at the
College for Human Services indicates that these are
critical to changing the scenario for service in the
future. The focal point around which each competence
is organized is an invention of mine called a Constructive Action. This is concrete project carried
out by each student which links theory to practice
and provides a vehicle by which student learning is
evaluated. The five critical dimensions that I will
describe infuse all performance areas and also provide the essential criteria by which students are
evaluated as they carry out their constructive action
projects.
Purpose
The first dimension relates to purpose. It calls
for a capacity to set both realistic and lifeenhancing goals for oneself and for others, and to
work toward them. Over the years educators have put
everything into the curriculum except a unifying
sense of purpose. Thousands of individual purposes
motivate students but somehow social purpose gets
lost.
The underlying problem is the absence of aims
8

which go beycnd self-centered professionalism, beyond
the quest for material satisfactions. I believe that
there is a rich reservoir of idealism in all of us,
waiting to b~ tapped.
Values
This brings us to the second dimension of education: values and ethnics. By this I mean knowledge
of our own values and those of others with whom we
work or socialize and the ability to demonstrate
the~e values in action.
Being in touch with our own
values is not enough. We must understand how they
relate to those of others and to the society at large;
we must examine their implications for the kind of
society we want to live in. Students read philosophers who have something to say that will illuminate
underlying value dilemmas as well as the area of performance under study. They read social scientists
who are not just detached observers but social critics such as John Rawls or the political scientist at
the University of Massachusetts who recently suggested that the welfare state should be defended not
simply on unilitarian grounds--pacifying the poor and
satisfying the logical requirements of Keynesian economics--but on grounds of justice.
Self and Others
A third dimension which I see as essential to the
education of the future is understanding of the self
and the self in relation to others. I make a distinction here between the narcissism inward-tunning
Self referred to earlier, and the individualistic
self w~ich understands and celebrates its own uniqueness w~thout turning away from the world, the self as
actor who acts upon environment in contrast to the
pass~ve.s~lf who lets the world go by.
To strenghen
the ~nd~V~dual we must again look at the performance
area and study the psychologists, sociologists,
anthropologists, who will help us see ourselves and
9

others in relation to our purpose. The real crisis
is how to empower all of us as individuals and as
citizens to participate in t.he decisions which affect
our lives, our country and the world.
To acquire a sense of our own power we must
learn to understand the bureaucratics system around
us and how we can make them responsive then to our
wishes.
Systems
The fourth dimension, systems, looks at the
micro and macro systems which influence our lives.
Within this dimension will be organized most of the
information and skills which prepare people to work
as technicians in our world and the world of the
future. Whether or not an individual works in a
technical capacity, that individual engages in an
educational process which is holistic, not fragmented.
All performance must be examined from the perspective
of the political and economic theory to which it relates. We must all learn to master the systems in
which we are emeshed and m~(e them respond to humanscale needs.
Skills
The final dimension, skills looks at the significa.nt skills \'Ihich must be developed in each performance area. They include the discrete skills that
one needs in order to function effectively in any
given area of professional competence. Bumbling good
will is not enough in either the medical laboratorv
or human service. The technician must know how to·
insert the needle with as little pain as possible.
Skills must be i.n t.eqr at.ed into every a re a of performancei they are inadequate if studied alone or as an
end in themselves. Our present cultural predicament
is largely reinforced by the kind of narrow specialization that assumes adding new skills alone will
10

improve the quality of the result.
Theory vs. Practice
I have made the point that knowledge is not
enough, that it must be informed by humane purpose,
directed toward values and underpinned by understanding of oneself, of others and of systems. But how is
one to know whether these learnings have been absorbed and will be put into action? This, after all,
is the crl~ of the matter, for society will be no
better off unless professionals and citizens act upon
their knowledge and insights. The tenuous relationship between theory and practice is only too apparent
both in American society and in societies throughout
history.
We expect students to focus exclusively on the
theoretical and then when confronted with real life
to retrieve pieces of theory when needed. We do not
help citizens to look at the whole problem in a comprehensive way and then carry that look with them at
all times so that they have an idea how theory might
be useful. If we believe education should develop
creative, thinking, feeling human beings who act on
What they know, we need a new educational model based
On a clearer purpose which incorporates experiential
learning on an equal basis with theoretical learning.
Evaluating Learning: The Constructive Action
The way in which I would propose to have people
learn and be evaluated in the future is by means of a
Constructive Action project, a discrete piece of service having a specific goal, which no longer leaves
it to chance whether theory and action are combined.
Each constructive action is focused on improving the
quality of service. It is a major piece of action
illustrating mastery of a particular area of learning
by putting that learning to practical use outside the
classroom in service to others. It is designed to
11

Tt can be done in con-reflect the five dimensions . .1..
.Junc-~on
t"·
many
persons or an entire
Wlth one person,
community. It brings together what stu~ents talk
about and analyze in their classrooms wlth.what peo. wh'lC h th e Y llve . The
pIe encounter in the world ~n
constructive action forces theory to come ~ogeth~r
with practice.
It tests a student's plann1ng sk1~ls
and use of theory, and equates academic success w1th
real accountability.

I consider the Constructive Action a genuine
social invention because it has succeeded in juxtaposing theory and practice in such a wayth~t t~ey
occur simultaneously. The theory and pract~ce 1S
really being built up and expanded upon or modified
through perceptions of practice.
It is a lifting
process. The student is able to make judgments and
determine the appropriateness of theory before it is
put to USe. The C.A. allows this.
It is a major new
paradigm I would hope to see widely used in the
future, not just because it stands for holistic education and holistic performance, but because its
focus on values lends itself to improving the human
condition and perhaps to an eventual equilibrium of
justice.
It is this philosophical overlay that we
need in our school system, from top to bot t.om , if we
are to avoid the robot future.
American Council for Human Service
With this rather sketchy introduction to a new
kind of human service education, I would like to move
on to my specific proposal: that all of us concerned
with a new kind of people oriented performance-based
service band together to join a new organization, the
American Council for Human Service. The hCHS was
founded in 1974 at a conference sponsored by the College for I-Iuman Services and held at Columbia Univer-sity.
The purpose was to publicly launch some of the
new ideas embodied in the educational mode I which I
have just described.

It has taken four years to perfect this model
and to gain recognition and accreditation.
Now I am
able to come before you confidently to initiate our
first membership drive.
What is the Human Service Profession?
The human service profession rejects the old
anti-human principles of the industrial era. It represents new values that both men and women can
deliver.
Empowerment
It proposes an unusual assessment method which
requires knowledge, skill and humane values to be
demonstrated in the actual performance of service.
It espouses: compassionate, caring, idealistic service.
It is not afraid to speak for justice and
equity--and act accordingly. Our ultimate goal is
the goal of empowerment. This focus and our willingness to be measured on our ability to carry it out
makes us unique among those who call themselves human
service professionals. Empowerment means helping
others become more self-directed, less dependent,
more self-reliant, and then pass this on to still
others in their community.
I recognize that it is
one thing to believe in this goal for service delivery, and another to operate in such a way that it
happens on the job. To make it happen requires -transferring some of the knowledge and values we
teach in the five dimensions to the citizen. A professional does not simply use his or her knOWledge or
competence to solve problems for the citizen but begins to work in such a way that the citizen gains the
necessary insight to solve his or her own problems.
--We are willing to have the citizen among
otherst evaluate how much growth and self-sufficiency
occurred as a result of the encounter with the professional.
This test of whether empowerment took
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place requires courage on the part of the professional but is essential if we are to be accountable and
demand accountability from others.
--We accept in the service sector some of the
same standards that have been responsible for the
power and success of the industrial and 1:echnocratic
sectors. This means producing the kinds of hard data
that are appropriate to our kind of work.
Until we
are willing to allow our work to be measured on a
solid scale of evidence, we will remain weak, be
judged non-accountable and suffer from the low status,
which now plagues our image.
By measurement I do not mean reliance on quantitative data to the exclusion of qualitative, nor do I
mean that we should reduce our important social goals
to those few short-term objectives which can be readily"measured. We must deal honestly with the question of what it is we want to measure, including intangibles. We must know what we are looking for in
the new human service professional, and then what we
will look at in order to determine to see if empowerment has indeed occurred.
It tells us nothing if we
look simply at the number of cases handled or the
number of papers processed.
It is the self-directed
citizen who has participated in and contributed to
his/her own service, and has learned new skills and
values in the process, that we are looking for.
All
of our measures must address themselves to this end
result.
Another advantage of this new paradigm for service education and assessment is that it encourages
us to relate jobs to education and to base rank and
position on competence. This may sound threatening
at first.
Civil Service testing as conducted at present will disappear.
It will be replaced by work or
service projects--constructive actions which will be
the focus of assessment for determining salary and
job level.

This will represent a whole new approach
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to evaluating performance. The result will be worth
it, however.
If all professionals are educated to
seek the kinds of outcomes for citizens that I have
suggested and if we have a clear purpose, philosophy
and methodology, we will find "that both rewards and
personal gratification will follow.
Improved performance with demonstrated results are part of the
fulfillment we all seek.
Here are the crucial questions we must ask ourselves now:
Do we want to be afforded the respect that our
efforts on behalf of people deserve?
Do we want to see service granted the rewards
and prestige given to technocrats? Are we willing to
have our productivity measured--not by how many
papers we push, cases we handle, hours we work or
other extraneous measures? Are we ready to have our
performance measured in terms of empowerment? How
much progress toward helping themselves can we demonstrate in the people we work with?
Assessment of empowerment requires us to form
an alliance with the citizens we serve. A whole new
set of principles to guide operations will come into
play. We will all have a lot of learning to do but
the result will be dramatic. As status is given to
the citizens being served, so status will increase
for all professionals.
Together, the citizen and the professional will
collaborate on a plan of action and agreed upon
goals. Together they will plan, implement and assess.
The final step in this process of gaining power
a respected voice is to band together and organ~ze as part of a powerful Third Sector.
We can do
this through the American Counceil for Human Service
which will publicize the new profession and promote
~d
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new criteria of empowerment, citizen participation,
measures of productivity, blending of theory and
practice, work quality related to job design and rewards for outstanding service. The Council stands
for:
--the integration of theory and practice,
--for the assessment of performance,
--for access to the profession based on competence,
--for certification and recertification based on
constructive actions,
--and for a citizen-focused definition of competence.
--Our alternative purpose is empowerment.
I invite you to join this young group.
We at
the College for Human Services, and others with whom
I have shared these ideas, are convinced that we can
serve society and gain the power and status we deserve
if we examine our current aims and methods and bring
them into line with the real needs of the eighties
and nineties.
Let us not be left behind. Let us take a role
of leadership. Let us grow together. Human Service
brings civilizing values to society. We must not let
them be lost and deadened in a robot future.
Our
role is to empower ourselves and others.
I suggest
we joing together now in the name of cmpowe rrnerrt.!

Invitational address, Joint NOHS-NOHSE Annual
Meeting, Fort Wayne, Indiana, 1980. Audrey J.
Cohen is Founder of the College for H~\an
Services, 345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014.

LEGAL ISSUES IN RETENTION AND DISMISSAL
OF HUMAN SERVICES STUDENTS
Lenore Whitman McNeer, Ed.D.M.S.W.,A.C.S.W.

Subsequent to the Buckley Amendment relative to
Privacy of Records, and with the increasing concern
for civil liberties which has emerged from the sixties and the early seventies, responsibilities of the
administration of a Human Services Program have undergone considerable refinement. A recent workshop of
the National Organization of Human Services Educators
in Fort Wayne, Indiana highlighted the importance of
educators being increasingly responsible in both processes and in record keeping especially in relation
to observing the due process rights of students
through the counseling relationships and in administrative decision making relative to student position
in educational programs.
One model which merits examination is presented
here which has grown out of student legal challenges
and which represents the early efforts to formulate
policy and procedures in a way that will be clear,
legally defensible, and at the same time preserve the
quality of dialogue which typifies Human Services
programs historically.
The first document to be displayed is a four
page instrument designed originally by the author in
1975, and which has undergone four revisions, with
counsultation from the University legal counsel, and
based on complex experiences with student challenges.
This Program has open admissions which makes the need
for such materials more important. A copy of the
Regulations is distributed at the beginning of the
Dr. McNeer is Director of Human Services,
Vermont College of Norwich University, Montpelier,
Vermont.
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semester when the s t uderit. firs t enters the Program,
explained in detail by the faculty mernbe r in charge
of field instruction, signed by the student, dated,
in two copies, one for the student, and one for the
Department file on the individu<:ll student. If a
revision is made during the tenure of the student's
time with the Progrilln, a new revised form is signed.

5.

Students in the Human Services Program must meet
the scholastic and personal standards of the Program in order to advance within it. A grade of C
or better in all field work courses (PY 220,
SO 201, PY 201, PY 202, GT 314) is expected to be
achieved and maintained in order to continue in
field work courses. A grade of C or better is
expected to be attained in all field work courses
for a student to graduate in Human Services. A
grade of F means that a student must repeat the
course. A grade of D in any field work course
will result in the Human Services Program staff
determining whether the student may repeat the
course, continue in field work or graduate. The
Human Services faculty reserves the right to
determine when students are ready for the Field
Work courses in Human Services.

6.

Through the review process of the program of
Human Seryices, consideration will be given to
suspending or terminating the student from the
program, under the following circumstances:

VERMONT COLLEGE
NORWICH UNIVERSITY
Department of History and Government
Program of Human Services
Regulations
Program and Field Experience
1.

Attendance in field experience is expected.
attached policy statement on absence.

See

2.

StUdents are expected to comply with the oral and
written policies of the agency in which the student is pl~ced, such as those regarding dress,
behavior, punctuality, and social contacts with
clients outside the agencies.

3.

Students are expected to take the initiative in
seeking Instructor's and Supervisor's guidance,
as needed.

4.

When V.C. provides transportation for courses involving trips away from the campus it i.s expected
that t.h e stUdent will use this transportation. If
students choose another means of travel, they do
so at their O~l risk. The College is not responsible for stUdents who make this personal decision. A stUdent who chooses another means of
travel waives and releases any and all claims
against the College arising out of such alternative means of travel.
18

a. Whenever a student is absent without being
excused under the procedure set forth in (a),
(b), (c), or (d), or complying with the provi.sions of (e) of the attached policy on absence from field trips and field placements;
or
b. Whenever a student is absent in the field
work area, even if such absences are excused
absences, for more than three of the classes;
or
c. For such personal immaturity or lack of fitness for the program as to make continued
participation inadvisable.
The student shall be advised of such action in
writing, and given an opportunity to explain the

19

conduct or academic average giving rise to such
consideration before a suspension or termination
decision shall be made.
The decision to suspend
or terminate a student from a course or the Program shall be made by the Program Director, upon
the approval of the Dean of the University, and
shall be appealable under section 15 of the
Academic Regulations of the University.
If a
student wishes to re-enter the program, he or she
must apply through a Petition for transfer from
one program to another, or an application to the
Registrar for readmission.

MEMO TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

1.

All First and Second Year Human Services
Students
Lenore W. McNeer, Ed.D., Program Director
and Ron Perry, Field Instructor
Policy on absence from Field Trips and
Field Placements

The only way that a student may be excused from a
Field Trip or Placement is through the following:
a. A resident student must go to the Vermont
College Infirmary the evening before or prior
to 8 A.M. on the day of the Field Placement
or trip.
After being evaluated by medical personnel,
the student must be admitted to the Infirmary
for a specified period of time as determined
by the Nurse. The Nurse must also officially
excuse in writing said student from classes,
trips, or placements that day.
Each excused
day of ubsence must be followed by this same
procedure of going to the Infirmary in the
early morning.
20
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college infirmary cne hour prior to the Field
Trip departure or Placement departure time,
and get,permission to be excused medically by
the Inflrmary Nurse.
If a repeating pattern
develops, more specific documentation will be
necessary.
No excuses or documents other than
those described above will be accepted.
All
the medical excuses and documentation must be
presented to the Instructor the day after the
student's period of illness.
c. Emergency situations such as hospitalization
of the student, death of a family member, or
critical illness of a parent or child will be
authorized as excuses from field trips and
placements, only through the Instructor.
d. Exception: 1st semester, 1st year is as follO'Ns:to facilitate the beginning student
learning the importance of physical presence
at Field Trips and Placement, one unexcused
absence will be accepted in the first semester
only., All remaining Field courses (SO 201,
PY 201, PY 202, GT 314) will have no unexcused
absences.
e. There will be no more than 3 excused absences
and no unexcused absences per semester.
Students with more than 3 excused absences, for
all reasons, will be required to r e pe at; the
course.
In any and ,-;11 c.i r cums t ance s , ::.[ as-:Ulltont
no .t. . "j.J
CfC r....0 a ;"::'~.-!.L;"_I
~-,., ,
~~ ..
. . , __I.:,
l~_'4aC8{rlE::nt on ,.1 schedU~2J day, t~c StUdQ11t ~ust ob·L~lin prior Dermission from the V.C. Field Instructor. - If
tile student fails to do this, course dismissal could occur.
(lOpe~
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2.

If these procedures are not followed, refer to
Departmental Program Regulations for details of
administrative action of dismissal from the
course.

CERTIFICATE
I c~rtify that I have read, understand, and will
cO~Ply w~th the Human Services Program Requlations,

In

Vermont College of Norwich University Human,Services Program - Regulations Program
and Fleld Experience and the attached Policy
Statement regarding Absences from Field
Trips and Field Placements.

(Signature)

(Name - print)

of

qu~stions

baing rilised by the

~tu

-i __

cQive, underst~nd, ~nd sign a copy of the Program
He<]ul3.tions Appeals may be made to the Depar1:ment
Chairman, Dean of the Uni.ve r s Lt.y , President of the
University, and finally the University Board of
Trustees. If none of those appeals reach a satisfactory conclusion for the student, the courts are
available as a recourse.

wh~ch are contained in the following:
1.

cas~

JerLi-., .'1 [t,:r all 1"'0'-t1 [lro-:.;edm:es have been :C011.0I-1eel (
hig L1(JCl1F1f:~nt i~-3 us(~d in. t:he various levels of ·tll(~
'-lppeals procpss 1:0 ve r Lf y that: t.h o sr.ucle n t did re-

Program applicants are required to submit two
Le t t e r s of recommendation from professionals who can

comment on their potential to be effective in helping
relationships, prior to a personal interview which is
required for admission.
Because of the individualized transaction
philosophy of most Human Services Program, it is increasingly important that expectations be clearly
delineated in advance, that students understand those
criteria for measuring expectations, and that both
student and professor negotiate any differences from
those written policies and procedures. Legal counsel
is critical from the moment of the first challenge as
professors are not usually experienced in adversary
processes or behaviors, and many universities are now
developing university wide procedures to guide faculty in conduct relative to student challenges.

(Date)
Sam", addi ti.ona L issues
Engla.nd O:t.-gan i.z a t.i.o n of
.!-ows:

encl.

t.\~0:·W

(This document sUpercedes all previous program and
field experience gUidelines.)

h a ve be e n i.dentified by
HLun.~n

ser\rices as fcl-

1.

The obligation of Human Ser.vice Programs to place
students in the field when the student is refused
by the agency.

2.

The problems inherent when the Human Service Program refuses a student a field placement when it
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(a) The English Department feels it is not its
responsibility.
(b) Often students who need this developmental
work cannot get into remedial programs because they are full.

is felt the student is not emotionally and/or be.
lly appropriate when the college criteria
h av i.o r a
.
.
l'
b
1
for a&n~ss~on, retention and d1sm1ssa 1S asee
on academic ability and success.
3.

When can a student be counseled out of. a Human
Service Program and can it be done early.enou?h
for the student to continue in another d~rect:on
without losing time, credits, etc. A suqqe s t.ron
for a possible solution to this problem was to
develop a two-track system where if a.stud~nt is
found inappropriate he/she could contlnue ln

9.

The issues involved in grading on grammar.

10. Issue of suing:
(a) Many students sue today for lost term papers;
grades they feel are unfair?
(b) Can single students sue for not being able to
cut classes when married students can?

Liberal Studies.
4.

The ongoing struggle and frustration of the
elusiveness of eveluating incompetence or inappropriativeness.
The faculty in programs that
have developed some criteria for dismissal on
this basis still have concerns of the criteria
being acceptable legally if tested.

5.

The open door policy at many colleges presents
problems in admitting students who are inappropriate for Human Services.
The student is led
to believe his/her admission is a guarantee of
retention as long as academic standards are met.
Also, the people doing admissions are unqualified
in making psychological judgments.
The open door
policy results in high attrition rates.

11. Issue of grading and supervision:
(a) Supervisors not knowing how or what they are
supposed to grade the practicum student.
(b) The criteria for grading should be explicit.
(c) This problem results in discouragement for
the student.

12. Issue of contracts:

6.

7.

8.

How do you document for court an inappropriate
personality.
'1'he problem of handicapped Lnd iv i.duaLs successfully completing degree requirements then not
being able to find employment because of their:
handicap.
Some students admitted to Human Service programs
have limited reading and writing abilities and
need remedial programs.
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(a) TwQ copies of contracts with requirements of
course must be signed by students and instructor or student is not allowed in program. The
legality of this was questioned.
How binding
is an already existing Learning Contract?

13. Issue of Accountability of Students; Institution
and Agency.
How do we balance these needs and
who is accountable for what?
14. Issue of agency supervision, or lack thereof, who
is responsible for student decisions?

15. Issue of responsibility to the client.
16. Issue of student demand of a particular internship.
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~al of a student to do field

Issue of the re f u s
,
'
~t dent's prlor experlence.
work based on ~ u
the 1981 WorkThese questions Wl'11 be addressed
, in Conference of
the
Natlonal
t
shop on Legal Issues a
alternative ways
Human Services Ed uca t 0 r s , as well as
of solving legal challenges.
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CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARD PEOPLE
WHO ARE HANDICAPPED

.

Dolores F. Hickey, Ed.D.
A slide show entitled "Opening Doors" was presented at the National Organization of Human Services
Educators Convention in Philadelphia on Thursday,
August 9, 1979. The presentation featured the Metro
College for Living program at Metropolitan State
College in Denver, Colorado which is one of thirty
programs across the country that was featured in
"Mental Retardation: The Leading Edge, Service Programs that Work." This 1978 staff report was commissioned by the President's Committee on Mental
Retardation and was sent to President Carter. The
title of the feature was "Mentally Retarded Persons
Go to College."
A brochure describing the College for Living
concept states:
The Metro College for Living was initiated in
September, 1974, as a means to meet the needs of
adults with developmental disabilities. Specifically, these adults want to learn skills: living
independently, finding assistance sources, mobility around Denver, and generally how to cope on
their own.

,
McNeer former Vice Pr{lsident
Lenore whltman'
.
. na 1 Organization of Human SerVlce
of the Natlo
d'ed in Montpelier, Vermont, on
Educators, 1
d
Her strength, support, an
81
19
12
J
. un
, e ,t · helping others Wl'11 . b e r:~or 1 ey
comnu, tment 0
missed.

The pilot program began with 5 student/interns
tutoring 16 adults at the Metropolitan State College campus. Now, the College for Living offers
20 community living skills classes to 250 adults.
These course offerings contribute to normalization
Dr. Hickey is Chairperson of the Department of
Human Services, Metropolitan State College, Denver,
Colorado.
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and socialization for the participants.
The para-professional teachers are from the departments of Education, Human Services and Psychology
at Metropolitan State College and from various social service agencies around the Denver area. De~artment chairpersons and faculty at Metropolitan
State Cullege, and community service agency representatives constitutes the advisory board which
provides on-going consultation and guidance to the
program.
The long-range goal of the Metro College for Living
is to offer services to 300 adults.
Tw'o academic
sessions will .be used to develop specific skills.
The third session will be a recreation and field
trip experience during the summer months of July
and August.
The concept has been duplicated in Denver with
several satellite programs, as well as other programs in Colorado and other states in the country.
As of January, 1979, there were thirteen programs
throughout the state of Colorado, one in Arizona, one
in Kansas, two in Maryland, one in Michigan, one in
New York, and four in Virginia.
By 1980 public education of mentally retarded
persons will be required throughout the United States.
The tragedy is that funding coverage ceases at age 21,
a stage in life that is prime learning time for most
retarded people.
The Metro College for Living program is one innovative answer to the dilema.
Severely handicapped
persons use the Metropolitan State College Campus to
meet their classes in the evenings and on week-ends.
Many of these students have spent all or most of
their lives in an institution and need to learn some
basic survival skills.
Some other students need to

learn new ways of coping.
Some of the classes t.hat
are offered are:
Money Management, Riding the Bus,
Cooking, Getting Along v.)ith Others, Keeping Heal thy,
Human Sexuality, Assertiveness Training, Self Advocacy, Syrr~hony Appreciation, Using Community Recreational Facilities, Dating, and many other classes as
the needs arise and the expertise of volunteer
teachers dictate.
College facilities such as the library, book
store, and physical education plant are open to these
students. They attend movies on campus, go to
dances, and carry college I.D. cards.
Teachers for the classes are volunteers from the
community or volunteer college students--often from
the Departments of Education, Human Services, and
Psychology.
The volunteer teachers may (or may not)
earn credit through their departments.
After a
screening interview, the volunteer teachers attend a
five day orientation course (credit may be earned
also) which includes programs on teaching techniques,
training in developing and measuring objectives, sessions on attitudes toward persons who are handicapped,
tours, and meetings with prospective students.
Classes usually have two volunteer teachers
working together with a group of eight or ten handicapped students. Syllabi are provided for the teachers if they request them; or the teachers are assisted
in developing their own syllabi if they wish to teach
something new or in a different way.
On the first day of class, the students negotiate a contract so thut each student has an individualized program specifically developed, meeting his
or her 0~1 objectives. For example, one student in
Keeping Healthy may wish to concentrate on shaving
and personal grooming, and another student may wish
to learn specific skills in exercise and recreation.
These written goals are evaluated with the students
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throughout the term. At the end of the t.erm a recognition night is held and certificates of achie~ement
are awarded to those students who have met thelr
goals.
This is always a gala affair--officer of the
college present the certificates, students brlng
their friends and relatives, dinner is served, and a
dar-ce for all usually completes the evening.

7

Since the classroom facilities are already there,
their use during times when they are normally vacant
costs no money.
The program involves very little
money and the benefits are enormous. ~ollege.s~udenG
and community volunteers get involved ~n provldlng a
real service--the students can earn credits.
Professors in the college have an opportunity to be involved with the real world right there next to their
"ivory towers." And, most important of all, the mentally retarded people have the opportunity to ~arti
cipate in college life and to meet some of the~r own
specific learning objectives.
In Denver, Colorado, two hundred mentally retarded adults have moved out of the State Home and
Training Home to the community aided by the College
for Living classes.
For further information, contact:
Dolores F. Hickey, Ed.D.
Chairperson
Department of Human Services
Metropolitan State College
1006 11th Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI MODEL:
A FOUR YEAR HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAM
Dennis B. Cogan, Ph.D.

The development of Human Services Programs is a
relatively recent phenomena when compared to educational programs that have been developed in the other
social and behavioral sciences. The programs are
housed in the departments of human services (recently), education, psychology, sociology, allied health
and others.
In the last 15-20 years there has been an extremely rapid development of associate degrees in
mental health technology and human services. Estimates approach 300 such programs in the United States
(SREB,1977). More recently there has been a movement
to create four-year human services programs to meet
the needs of associate degree graduates and aid in
resolving the articulation problems that presently
exist when these students attempt to transfer their
credits to more traditional programs of social work
and psychology.
Program development is important in increasing
student effectiveness. Program development can lead
to greater consumer protection.
It can increase professional self-esteem.
Through program development
comes the ability to demonstrate the profession's
contribution. Program development is a prerequisite
of evaluation and accountability.
Program development is important in developing professional stability and consistency.
Dr. Cogan is Coordinator of the Human Services
Program and Assistant Professor, Department of Educational Psychology at the University of Miami School
of Education and Allied Professions.
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The curriculum at the University of Hiami is
based on a three-dimensional model to develo~ c~mpe~
tent human service workers, capable of funct~on~ng In
an ever-changing mental health climate.
The literature seems to suggest that some common
elements exist, whether implicit or explicit, .in ~ll
~~ograms. These elements are a rationale, obJect~ves,
a means to achieve the objectives, and an evaluatlon
These
process (Shaw , 1977·, Slater & Gordon, 1978).
.
components are stated in various terms and are presented here in the most global fashion, but can be
more operationally defined.
The rationale for the development of a human
services program at the University of Miami is based
on need and the changing attitude toward ·the concept
of traditional education. The need to increase service providers is perhaps the first and most,obvious
reason in that traditional programs that tra~n masters and doctoral level graduates are inadequate in
meeting the mental health needs of the consumer (Zax
& Specter, 1974; Vidaver, 1973). The second concept,
that education can only take place in the limited environment of the classroom is obsolete.
The objectives of the program are to prepare individuals at the baccalaureate level with the knowledge and skills necessary to work with individuals
and groups for the purpose of helping them develop to
their maximum potential.
The human services graduate will have gained
knowledge of the psychological forces operating witllin the individual as well as the environ.."'llental influences that affect the individual's development. The
human services graduate will have an understanding of
how the internal and external forces determine individual and group behavior.

will be to provide the skills necessary for the graduate to function as:
1) A teacher, helping people learn about society
and acquire more satisfying behavior.

2) A consultant by sharing their expertise when
requested.
3) A counselor by helping people resolve problems that impede the maximization of their
potential.
4) A social service provider by helping people
get the maximum benefit out of existing social
services.
5) A planner by helping to develop new programs.
6) An organizer by developing more efficient
ways of utilizing existing resources.
7) An advocate for people who request assistance
in relating their needs to others.
8) A coordinator of existing services in order
to maximize resource usage.
9) An evaluator of existing services in order to
identify the most effective consumer services.
If a human services graduate should decide to
pursue additional professional training, they would
have the prerequisites to enter graduate school in
many human services fields (e.g. psychology, social
work, counseling, etc.).

The specific focus of human services training

The vehicle to reach the objectives are contained in the curriculum design. The design is
three-dUnensional. It consists of core courses (30
credits), support courses (60 credits), and field
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experiences (30 credits). The core courses will provide the student with the theoretical knowledge,
applied skills and self-awareness necessary to function as a change agent with individuals and groups.
'l'i1ese courses are designed by and instruction provided
from human services faculty. The support courses
(psychology, sociology, anthropology, administration,
q~neral electives, etc.) provide additional knowledge
Lor understanding the individual, the environment,
the self and the interaction of these components.
These courses are designed by and instruction provided from the respective departments.
The field experiences occur during each of the
eight semesters, exposing the student to a variety of
populations, problems, and settings in which cognitive knowledge and past experiences can be applied,
evaluated under supervision (on-site supervisor and
university supervisor) and integrated into a meaningful part of the self. Students are sent to their
placement ,after a) an on-site visit to the placement
facility by a university staff member to acquaint the
placement site with out program, our needs, and what
we can contribute to the agency; b) assessment of
services provided by agencies (level of functioning
required of personnel); c) on-site supervision that
is available; and d) evaluation of the individual
student's needs and potential for personal growth and
contribution to services provided by the agency under
consideration.
Evaluation occurs at all levels and is continuous throughout the semester. Students are asked to
evaluate the courses, field experiences, program, instructors and their own progress. The instructors
evalu~te the students, the courses, the program and
the field placements. The on-site supervisors evaluate student performance and are asked to advise the
program coordinator of general community needs that
might require special courses.

It is time to pull together theories, approaches
and strategies for developing educational human services programs so they may be compared, analyzed and
synthesized into an

operationa~

We must
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methodology.

provide for learner differences in interests, rate of
learning, capacity to learn and learning styles. And
finally, we must insure the consumer who will eventually be the recipient of the services delivered
that we have done our best to educate the service
provider, our student.

EVALUATION OF TWO BEHAVIOHl',LLY
ORIENTED FIELD PRACTICU!'1S
.

.

B

Patr~c~a.

Baasel ' Ph.D.
~ in behavioral methods

Two undergradu~te cO~:~~:cums were evaluated to
and their related f~eld P d efficiency of the two
assess the effectiveness an
d'
terms of
h rOJ'ect was evaluate a,n
projects.
Eac P
, d effectiveness in
ired and reta~ne ,
.
knowledge acqu
.
king with a family l.n a
1 ' g this knowledge ~n wor
~~~l~~:etting, and cost-benefit measures.

~roup ~oln~i~~:~do:e~~are

The Child Welfare (CW)
'l
k students ~n a pl 0
senior SOCla wor
The Hental
program within a baccalaureate pro~~~d of 19 second
Health Technology (MHT) group co~s~ from an associate
year mental health technology maJors

(2) Bow much do they learn during the course?
(3) How
much do they retain during time the material is being
used in practice even though no further testing of
their knowledge is expected?

!'1ethod
The test developed as a final examination for the
course was given three different times to each group:
(1) unannounced prior to the beginning of the course
in January (pre); (2) announced at the completion of
the course in March (post); and (3) unannounced after
completing their field application case reports in
June (follow-up). A two factor unweighted means and
analysis of variance with repeated measures on one
factor was used to test both for the main effect (differences in scores due to time of testing) and for interaction of Group Membership with Time of Testing.
Results

degree program.

KNOWLEDGE OF BEHAVIORAL r1ETHODS
The CW and MHT groupS each took a cours~ in bed rinciples during the wlnter
havioral methods an p ,
S and focus of discusquarter.
The illustrat~ve case because of differences
sian differed in the two groupS
d the same
in their field practicum, but each class use
'l
, d the same basic lecture materla .
texts and r ece rve
Questions Evaluated
t.-'1·
the first part
Three questions were eva 1 ua 'e ..L a.r.
.
w
,
d
(1) flow much do students already kno
of thl.s stu y . .
. '
co" peric~nce?
abou t the behavioral approach from pr<~vlOU-, ex
.
'le n t a l Hea.l th Technology
Dr. Baasel is with the t
,
Athens, Ohio, currently
Program at Ohio Universl.ty,
on professional leave '78 - '80.
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The group means and standard deviations are given
in Table 1. The F-Values from the analysis of variance are presented in Table 2. The analysis of variance indicated both a significant main effect for Time
of Testing and a significant interaction between Group
Membership and Time of Testing.
Using the Tukey procedure for post hoc comparison
of means, within each group (Oq and MHT) each mean
(pre, post, and follow-up) differed significantly from
each other mean at the .01 level. This indicates that
for each group, there was significant learning (prepost difference), significant forgetting (post-followup difference) and significant retention of what had
been learned (pre-follow-up difference).
The orthogonal components of both the main effect
and ~~e interaction were analyzed. For Time of Testing, both the linear and quadratic components were
significant. This indicates overall both a
37
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Each student in the MHT project met with his/her
assigned family during the last five weeks of the
winter quarter to help the parents select an area of
their child's behavior they wished to focus upon, to
begin a behavioral analysis, and to observe the child
in the home and/or day care setting.
During the
spring quarter, parents and students came to the day
care center for eight two-hour sessions. Parents attended from 7-9 p.m. Students attended from 8-10 p.m.
From 7-8 p.m. the MHT supervisor presented behavior
management principles for parent group discussion.
From 8-9 p.m. each student met with his/her assigned
family to devise and monitor a behavior change plan
for the selected target behavior. From 9-10 p.m. the
students met with the MHT supervisor for one hour of
group supervision.
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joint training-and-service project.

Both groups of students handed in weekly notes
of their contacts with their families to their university supervisor.
Both groups were asked to use the 12-step procedure outlined by Gambrill, Thomas, and Carter l in
working wi~1 their assigned families.
There were two
ways in which the Gambrill et al procedure was modified.
These modifications were in the areas of (1)
obtaining problem lists prior to problem selection
and (2) the timing of contracting and the type of
written contract signed by the parents.
These modifications wer e designed to take into account differences in voluntary versus involuntary client populations.
The children's services clients in project CW
were involuntary clients of the agency. With
39
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It was also obvious that c~ildren's Ser;-r"\

.
vi~es staff would not be able to state what changes
would occur upon successful completion of the program
until a detailed modification program was developed.
This specification of what the agency \~ould do for
the family if the family succeeded in Lt.s program for
change was regarded as a prime motivational factor in
getting the "involuntary clients" of,the agency to,
participate voluntarily in the behav~oral contract~ng

program.
The CW students began by obtaining two separate
problem lists. First they asked the various family
members what they regarded as problems. Then they
asked the agency supervisor to specify what changes
the family needed to make before the agency could
make some specific changes in the family's status on
the caseloads (e.g., moving the child from foster
home placement to placement with his family, return
of custody from agency to parents, or removal from
the protective services caseload). The agency goals
were then discussed with the clients along with their
own goals. The consequences of meeting or not meeting the agency goals were clarified for the family
before selecting the problem area to focus upon and
before asking the family's verbal commitment to cooperate in developing a program for behavioral change.
Behavioral analysis was completed and a detailed
intervention plan was agreed upon be f o r e a writ·ten
contrac1: "Ias drawn IIp an,'. signed.
This contract
speci.fied in detail ',.;hC'l was to do ,..Ihi~t 2.:',<1 v!ith '.,iha::
consequ~~nce(.; dur-lns -:10d fol,'loi,.,JinCj tht~ bE·1l,;:'''v-:!.(lrCl!
change rl1c)n.. Tl1is contI>]-:--:': ~.'lA~ C;.1ljnpt] L':" ~·'::;:·f.~.nt.(:,j t

student, and agencY3Up(::.C'::~';Gr:.
In the HIlT project, Comml1.nity Action Day Care
recruited volunteers t.o par t Lc i.pat.e in the parenting

skills pz-oq r am , A three-way agreement delineating
tl1eir respective responsibilities was signed by the
parent(s), the day care program supervisor, and the
MHT progrmn supervisor before the program began.
Parents agreed to attend meetings regularly and to
cooperate with their assigned student in selecting a
target area, devising a plan for change and carrying
out this plan. Community Action Day Care agreed to
provide the meeting place, child care during the evening meetings, and refreshments.
The MHT field
supervisor agreed to lead the parent group discussions and to supervise student participation.
The MHT students obtained problem lists from the
parents. They did not consult the day care staff unless the parents requested agency participation.
In
some cases the parents requested day care staff assistance in listing problems, in gathering baseline
data, and/or in carrying out the intervention plan.
Questions Evaluated
The second area evaluated in this study was:
How effective is student performance in behavioral
casework practice?
Method
Each student's case report in both groups was
rated independently by three raters on three variables using a five-point rating scale (l~low, 5=high).
The three variables rated were:
(1) degree of student success in following (or attempting to follow)
~e Gambrill, Thomas and Carter procedure for behav~oral analysis and setting-up and monitoring an inter~en~ion program; (2) degree of success in actually
mod~fy~ng the target behavior and achieving specified
b~hav~oral 'joals; and (3) degree of parental coopera~~on a.n working out the intervention plan and carry1ng out agreed upon tasks.
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An intra-class correlation for the mean of
several raters' ratings was used as a reliability of

supervisor tlme/case wa s calculated by dividing the
time by the numbe r of students being
jointly supervised.

supervisor'~;

rating measur2.
For the efficiency index, the mean of the three
ratings on Variable 2 (success in meeting behav~oral goals) was averaged over all cases in each
group. This yielded
a "mean effectiveness" score fo r
II
each group. Th e mean effectiveness" score divided
by each of the five "mean time investment/case" measures yielded five sets of efficiency ratios for each
group.
rat~rsl

Results
Table 3 gives the reliability coefficient for the
mean of raters' ratings on each variable along with
the means for each group separately and combined. The
data indicate acceptable reliability of ratings and
over 20% high=r ratings for the MHT group than for
the CW group on each of the three variables.
EFFICIENCY OF THE TWO PROJE~
TIME/BENEFIT RATIOS

Results
. The mean times/case in hours and the efficiency
are given in Table 4.
Project MHT (involving
a parent discussion group and group supervision of
students) was considerably more efficient in terms of
all stud~nt and supervisor time/benefit ratios.
There
was no d~fference between the two groups in terms of
client time/benefit ratios.
rat~os

Question Evaltiated
The third area evaluated in this study was the
efficiency of each project in terms of the amount of
time invested by clients, students, and supervisors
to produce a ~ertain level of change in the desired

DISCUSSION

direction.

-

B ur~an
.
4 has argued the importance of the on-

Method
Each student in each group handed in a weekly
time-coding s~eet breaking down the total time spent
on the behavi~ral methods case into time spent with
clients, witi'. supervisors, and "other" (travel,
transporting clients, contacts with other agencies,
etc.) .
Mean time investments per case were calculated
separately fer the CW and MHT groupS in each of five
categories:
(1) client time; (2) student time; (3)
supervisor t:""llei (4) worker time (,;tudent and supervisor); and ,5) the time each student spent in supervision.
In individual supervision (CW), the time
each student spent in supervision equalled the supervisor's time.
For group supervision (~1T), the
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c~pus

laboratory as a bridge between classroom and
experience.
The two projects described here
w~re developed as two alternative models for an addit~o~al bridge between role-play laboratories and trad~t~onal field placements.
Project MHT required no
more time than an on-campus laboratory,S but differed
fr~m a l~boratory in that students worked with real
c~lents
.an off-campus setting. Project CW utillzed.a hlgnly-structured and university-supervised
p~act~cum assignment embedded within a traditional
held placement.
f~eld

1?

.

Using an evaluation research design, the effecof the two projects were assessed.
The two
projects differed simultaneously on many variables.
t~veness
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NOTES
Seven of the variables on which the t\JO projects were
known to differ are:

Eileen D. Gambrill, Edwin J. Thomas, and Robert
D. Carter, "Procedure for Sociobehavioral Practice in Open Settings," in Behavior Modification

project CW

project MHT
1. Voluntary clients
2. Group supervision
3. Individual casework
plus a parent group
4. More parent cooperation
5. No extrinsic reward
for success
6. supervision by professor who taught
related course
7. MHT students

1.

Procedure: A Sourcebook, Edwin J. Thomas, Editor, Aldine, 1974.

Involuntary clients
Individual supervision
Individual casework only

2.

See Table 3 for ratings of parent cooperation.

Less parent cooperation 2

3.

In project CW, a clearly defined change in status with the Children's Services Agency was to
be one of the rewarding outcomes o~ successful
attainment of the behaviorally defined goals.
Students reported that this often appeared to
be a negatively motivating factor, particularly
when t~e outcome was to be removal from the
Children's Services caseload. E.g., "My client
likes having a caseworker provide transportation to medical appointments, to provide support in times of crisis, and to bring Christmas
presents every year." ThUS, many of the technically "involuntary" clients were seen as
actually voluntary clients who feared losing
their dependent client status.

Extrinsic reward for
success 3
supervision by MSW who
attended related course
as class-field liaison
Social work students

No conclusion can be drawn from the data presented here regarding which of these variables was
(were) critical in causing the superior performance
of the MHT group. Such answers require controlled
hypothesis-testing research of an entirely different
design.
The results of this study do indicate that the
group which had the ~ succesSful casework experI~also retained more of the related material they
had learned in clas~This is true regardless of the
reasons for their greater success. This finding suggests that there may be advantages in developing
highly st.ructured practicum experiences wherein there
is a high probability that the student will be successful when (s)he applies the model learned in class.
The data also indicate that the group that ~
more effective in working with clients and that ~
taIned more of the material learned, was also the
group which invested far ~ student and supervisor
time. So bigger is not always better.

The only solution to this problem would
appear to be negative sanctions for this maintenance of dependency. The agencies we worked
with were reluctant to attach penalties to prolonged dependency. It appears that permanent
planning will remain a dream until two changes
occur:
(1) Children's Services agencies are
willing to say to families, "We will provide
y~u with the help that you need.
Either you
w~ll learn, with our help, to provide for your
children yourself or we will seek to place them
permanently with someone who will provide acceptable care." (2) Judges are willing to
place children permanently outside their home
when Children's Services presents evidence that
45
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FIGURE

they have provided the family with a workable
program to achieve specific goals and the family
has not cooperated.

J

Graphic Present.tion of Learning, Forgetting, and Retention
Mean Scores:

The goal of project CW's behaviorally specific

contracts was to move toward permanent planning
either by (a) successful goal attainment or (b)
using unsuccessful programs as evidence to present to b~e court. Agencies were reluctant to
take the latter action.
4.

5.
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If project MHT were repeated, I would eliminate
the 5 weeks of 2 hour lab time allowed during
winter quarter for the students to observe the
child in his home and day care settings and for
problem selection. Because of the time delays,
many parents selected new problems at the beginning of spring quarter. Our experience indicated that the MHT project would have succeeded
as well, with less student and parent time involved, if it had involved only 10 rather than
15 weeks of 2 hour sessions.
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\'lilliam A. Burrian, "The Laboratory as an Element in Social Work Curriculum Design," Journal
of Education for Social Work, Vol. 12, No.1
(l'linter, 1976).
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Follow-up test

Post-test

Pre-test

TABLE I
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations
Pre

I

Follow-Up

Post
Standard
Deviation

Standard
Deviation

Number

Mean

Standard
Deviation

MH'r

19

10.34

5.25

78.29

9.77

52.74

CW

10

8.60

1 .74

80.70

g.OO

43.25

I

29

9,74

49.46

I

Grou p

46

MHT

Over-

Mean

79.12

all

47

Mean

15.04
17.48

TA BLE 4

TABLE 2

F-Values and Probab i 1 i t t e s
in Effect:
Time of Testin
~~a

df
2. 5 4

t

439.43

Eo < .001

Overall

1 .27

I

I

174.47

£. < .001

Line 3 r

1. 27

11277.12

Anal

Qua d r

siS

3

E.

Efficiency Ratios

r;fe a n 11 me / Cas e 1n
Hours
MH
CW

Time of

< .001

3.26

E.

< .05

1. 76

£.

> .05

7. 98

£. < .01

28.77

.14

.14

Student

30.20

14.22

.07

.27

9.69

.94

.23

4.21

39.89

15.16

.06

1. 22

9.69

5.38

.23

.74

S tude nt- inSupervison
TABLE 3
Effectiveness Ratings

1/3 r '
1/3 r :

Va ( '

1:
2:
3:

r~e

a n CII

Mean MHT

Mean

Over a 11
3.63

ApP 1 i e s Me th od

.90

Achieves Goa 1

.90

2.27

Parent Cooperation

.92

2.03

3.33
3.72

3.10

49
48

MH

15.91

Worker (Student +
Supervisor)

r kk

CW

C1 ie n t

Supe r v ts o r

tiC

Eff1c1ency Rat10
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Some of the activities have had advantages beyond those directly associated with course development. One of the biggest assets to the program has
been the advisory committee, which has been active
since 1976. It is made up of (1) individuals in the
college whose area of expertise directly relates to
some part of the program, (2) students whose area of
interest is human service, and (3) human service professionals in the community. To maximize the effectiveness of the committee, selection was based on:
1. Expertise: Can this person add relevant
knowledge of human services skills, program development, job possibilities, the community power structure, the realities of the large public agencies, the
needs of the private agencies or the needs of potential students--any knowledge that will enhance the
program?
2. Complementary Knowledge: Does this person
add something new to the committee? Would there be a
gap if s/he were not on the committee?
3. Commitment: If this person agrees to be on
the committee, will s/he be an active participant?
Will s/he take tasks seriously, prepare for meetings,
and make needed contributions?
4. Credibility: Is this person respected by
other members of the community? If s/he advocates
for restructuring organizations to hire human service
graduates, will her/his peers listen?
The advisory committee has responded to preliminary lists of competencies, added competencies the
college staff overlooked, rewrote some competency
statements, and prioritized competencies. Conunittee
members have discussed with classes their areas of
expertise. They form a network of program advocates,
making it easier for the college to arrange field experiences and to find jobs for graduates. On&
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learning into a meaningful whole. For example, group
problem solving may be directly addressed in Speech
II; but the fact that this is one of the competencies
the students are expected to master, encourages instructors to give group assignments in other classes.
The students are reminded throughout the program what
the competencies are and how the current activity relates to mastery of competencies. The competencies
also clarify to the students why they take courses
other than human service skills courses. When they
see the total thrust of the curriculum, they can understand how Energy Today, Science and Society, Psychology of Growth and Development, and Death and Dying can help prepare them for a career in human
services .
2. Another advantage of a competency based program is that the students and the instructors know
what the expectations of the program are from the outset. When a student comes onto the campus to inquire
about the program for the first time, the advisor can
share the list of competencies to describe specifically what the program is. (Appendix B)
"Making and Recording Observations" is a more vivid description of
what a student can expect to do than'is "Techniques
1." This specificity also is useful in educating
prospective employers as to what graduates of the program can do.
3. Another advantage is that learning experiences can be varied to some degree to meet the needs
of individual students. Because' interaction with
other people is int-egral to human services, Kirkwood
has not offered a totally individualized curriculum;
however, since one of the most important competencies
expected of a human service worker is to meet deadlines, the student must work within the boundaries of
time limits during the second year of the program.

The program can also be altered somewhat for
each individual. Optional competencies may be added
53
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to a student's plan to help the student develop his/
her own natural talents or to increase his/her knowledge in a particular urea. For example, a student
who wants to work in a group home for adolescents may
take music and art to develop skills to teach to
group home residents. To allow for this flexibility,
the program itself is far less rigid than it appears
to be on paper.
Another method currently being developed to individualize the program is a battery o~ tests that
advanced students may take to indicate their mastery
of competency. Such a technique is central to the
idea of a competency based program, which focuses on
mastering competencies rather than on taking a given
number of credits.
4. An aspect of a competency based program that

is especially suited to human services is that the
school is responsible for providing the student with
opportunities for mastering competencies, but the individual student is held responsible for his/her own·
learning. It is repeated emphatically to the student
that the instructor does not "q i.ve " him/her an A, B,
C, D, or F: the instructor simply ~ecords the grade
the student makes. The student learns to apply the
competencies discussed in the classroom (problem
solving, working within a formal organization, eliciting support from peers) and identified as part of
the program to work her/his self through the options
available for addressing competencies. A student
must learn to accept responsibility for him/herself
if s/he is to complete the program.

1. Students are not allowed to work on competencies as long as they like; meeting deadlines is a required competency.
2. Students may fail.
Problem solving is
the most important competencies. Students can
ceive personalized help from the college staff
ultimately the student must be able to certify
her success at mastering competencies.

3. Kirkwood's program looks like traditional
programs with lectures and tests. Students register
for credit hours and receive grades.

What does set this competency based program off
from traditional programs is that there are specifically defined expectations toward which instructors
and students can work together. These competencies
unify the two years into a coherent job preparation
package.

Footnote
1

Paper presented at 1979 Conference of National
Organization of Human Service Educators, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, August 9, 1979.

Conclusion
Kirkwood's human services progrcm is careeroriented and the students who enter the program can
know in advance what skills they will have to master
to graduate. Not all components of competency based
education have been incorporated into Kirkwood's program:
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-2Record of Mastery of competencies
Course 'tihere
Competency

is Addressed
~mpe:tency

I. J(nowledge of one' s ovn Self and One's

own

F. use the vocabulary of human services

Field Experience

G. Be aware of helping techniques being
used in the community

Techniques I & II

IV. Ability to Communicate with Others

potenbal
A. Understand the assumptions behind one's
own value system
B. }(nOW the m.a j o r components of one s own
value system

Human Potential

I

II.

Course

competency

Rating
of
Mastery

Human potential

J(nowledge of Determinants of Human Behavior
A. understand the implication of architectural features of working space on human

Techniques I

Compos i Hon I
composition I I

A. Write concisely and correctly
B.

Know the difference between assertive
and aggressive behavior

Field Experience

D. Respond to conflict constructively

Field Experience

E.

Interpersonal
COll1D\unication

Identify non-verbal communication

behavior
B. Recognize the impact of social variables
on human behavior
c. understand h~ psychological develop-

Social Probl ems

F. Recognize semantic problems in
cOllllllunication

Psych of Growth
& DevelopDent

G. Engage clients in discussion of

tnent
D. Be aware of the iJDpact of the ecO-

Science

system on human functioning
III.

SOcialization into the Profession
A.

KnOW the relationship between social
service rr~rarns and social variables

Programs

8. Apply the followinq ethical prere'!"isite
for human service workers

Field E::xperience

1. AcceFtance of the ~rth of all people
2. Wl.llingnesS to listen to new ideas
3. Awareness of one's own fallibility
4. Respect for individual privacy and
conl id en tia 1 i ty
S. ~spe:t for agency privacy
6. Belief l.I1 self determinat.ion of people
7. Refusal to knowingly discriJllinate
at;a.i~st anyone

r esouxce s
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positively with people

I. Make a grouF presentation

Public Speaking

J. Present a persuasive speech

Public Speaking

K. Explain instructions to a specific
audience

Public Speaking

L. speak clearly

Public Speaking

K. Understand one I 5 initial impact on others

I' ie ld Exper ience

Techniques

B. Write behavioral objectives

Techniques

C. write a oohaviora.l contract

Technic;ues I

an information gathering interTechniques I

view

Social Welfare

ot.ne

Yield Experience

Field Experience

D. Conduct

1. Know ~~t resources there are
2. K.."lO'-' ho\ro' tc use cOIIIIDWlity resources
:1. Kno...: ~o\ro' agencies are funded arid ho....
the f~d~~~ L:.flaences service_d~liv~ry
.... K.,::>. i::::.w agencies are j
,,'lUl
ag~n=ie5 ~~C ~iL~ clientS
Ir.jced

critical issues
CO~unicate

A. Kal<e and record observations

D. lnteq:ret the vocabulary of systems
analysis
understand corrmunity

H.

Interpersonal
cceeaun.tce t Ion

V. Mastery of Human Services Skills

c. Know historical trends in so~ial work

E.

Techniques I

C. Exhibit assertive behavior

r

Programs

E. Conduct a problem solving interview in
each of 3 phases (beginninq. middle.
end) of the counselinq process

Techniques II

ProgrclDlS

F. WOrk with a group to solve a probl....

.speech II

C. Hake decisions rationally
1. UnderstAnd probability theorf

Techniques II

2. Understand the ste;:s in decision
making
3. Mak~ decisions ra_ionally

Techniques II
:ield Ex per ience
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Competency

VI. work skills
A. write a resume

field Experience
Field Experience

B. Apply for a job

field Experience

organization
C. Work ",ell in an

field Experience

D. Meet deadlines

Field Experience

E. Be neat

Field Experience

f. Answer phone appropriatelY

Field Experience

G. orqanize activities for consumers

fidd £,.:perience

H. Be prompt

Field Experience

I. use time efficiently
J. Elicit support from supervisor
K. Obtain cooperatio~ from other agency

workers
L.

Field

E."<per i ence

Field

~perience

Field Experience

Keep agency records

M. lCeep files that are usable to the

Field Experience

student

Field E:xper ience

N. ~Qke appropriate referrals
VII. 0p€rational COQpete~cie5 (Student may

add others)

A. Manage a case
B. Know techniques of recreation therapy

field Experience

Therapeut.ic Rec.

Deat.'1 , oy ing

C. understand the grief process
D. Understand problems faced by the
juvenile offender
E. Underst.and the criJni.na1 justice system
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